A FIELD DAY OF SAVINGS!
SC440 - Essential
Clamp Meter - $189.75

Fieldpiece Instruments designs hand-held test instruments exclusively for HVACR professionals. Fieldpiece
pioneered modular expandability, a concept where a single
meter uses multiple slide-on accessory heads to test
most parameters HVACR technicians use everyday. Today,
Fieldpiece makes a wide range of instruments for HVACR
pros from scales and manifolds, to system analyzers and
detectors, and everything in-between.

ASP2 - Static Pressure
Probes - $19.12

The ASP2 Static Pressure Probe
two-pack makes taking static pressure
measurements in duct work easier,
faster and more accurate than using
manometer tubes alone. Features a
magnetic flange and directional arrow
for hands free use and to ensure
proper positioning and optimal
performance. Works with all
Fieldpiece manometers.

VP85 Vacuum Pump - $466.92
Fieldpiece is leading the charge in properly
performing system evacuation with its new
vacuum pumps with RunQuick™ Oil Change
System. Available in an 8 CFM
DC motor (model VP85), or
in a 5 CFM AC motor
(model VP55), these
revolutionary pumps
make evacuation
easier and faster.

SRL2K7 - Infrared Refrigerant
Leak Detector - $338.24

Like all of Fieldpiece’s test instruments, the
SRL2 Infrared Refrigerant Leak Detector is
designed exclusively to make the HVACR
Technician’s job easier, faster, safer and
more efficient. We set out to develop
the best refrigerant leak detector for
HVACR. We believe the SRL2
is it. It comes in kit form in a
rugged, blow-mold case with all
of the extras.

Notes:
THESE PRICES ARE A SPECIAL FOR CONTRACTORS ONLY!
PROMOTIONAL PRICES ARE EFFECTIVE
FEBRUARY 1, 2019 – MARCH 30, 2019
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
VOID WHERE PROHIBITED

PRH2 - Digital
Psychrometer - $58.09

The mid-size essential clamp meter has
virtually every parameter for electrical
and thermal HVACR testing in one
meter. This auto and manual ranger
includes a host of safety features
including a high-voltage LED and
beeper, a continuity warning, push button non-contact voltage (NCV), a lead
holder with detachable leads,
and alligator probe tips for easy
one-handed testing.

For real-time, instant readings techs
use everyday, this pocket digital
psychrometer is a must have for every
HVACR professional. Wet bulb, dry bulb,
dew point, and %RH are shown on the
backlight, dual display, and measurements can be taken either in the duct,
or while walking around.

SRS1 - Residential, Light
Commercial Refrigerant
Scale - $146.33

SMAN460 - Wireless 4-Port Digital
Manifold with Micron Gauge - $459.56

The new SRS1 refrigerant scale is big
enough to comfortably fit a canister, but
compact and light weight enough to
carrly easily. Weighs up to
110 lbs (50 kgs) in
increments of
0.25 oz (0.01kg).
Charging & recovery
weight alarms.

This wireless four-port digital manifold is the top-of-the-line
Fieldpiece manifold. It has more features and benefits
than any other manifold on the
market. With target superheat
automatically calculated,
simultaneous superheat and
subcooling, all 9 measurements
displayed on the large, easy-toread screen, extra large 3/8’ full
bore and 4th VAC port, and wireless measurements for real-time
system diagnosis and charging.

SVG3 - Digital Micron
Vacuum Gauge - $136.04

SMAN360 - 3-Port Digital Manifold
with Micron Gauge - $363.98

The SVG3 Digitial Micron
Vacuum Gauge is a compact,
rugged gauge that is
loaded with features HVACR
professionals need to help
them do more. It includes a
large, dual display with a rate
indicator, alarms, timer, rugged
rubberized case, and a hook at
strap that allows the vacuum gauge
to be hung at any angle.

ADK7 - Deluxe Silicone Test
Lead Kit - $27.21
The ADK7 deluxe silicone
lead is the optimal way
to test most electrical
parameters you run
into during field service. The
kit includes the ADLS2
silicone leads and ASA2
alligator leads plus
RCT2 probe tips.

60 DAY TERMS WILL BE
EXTENDED ON TOOLS
PURCHASED FROM THIS
PROMOTION.
NOTE: ACCOUNT MUST BE CURRENT

The SMAN360 automatically calculates target
superheat, so HVACR
professionals don’t
have to worry about
guesswork or manual
calculations. WIth the
SMAN360 you also get a
built-in micron gauge
with resolution from
50 to 9,999.

BG44 - Service Tool Bag - $102.94

The BG44 service tool bag is designed for the specific needs
of HVACR professionals. The single strap system is easy to
get on and off, while the padded side
pockets protect your test
instruments and provide easy
access. The elevated interior
tool rack houses hand tools
for easy access and quick
visibility so missing tools
don’t get left behind.
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